Articulated robots are the most common industrial robots for their large workspace and flexibility. However, the existence of joint flexibility makes those robots difficult to achieve high absolute position accuracy. This paper presents a method to identify the joint stiffness of the robot. The basic idea of that method is to get joint stiffness based on Hook's Law through stepping movement of a single joint and calculating the corresponding joint gravity torque of every step. The practicality of that method is verified by experiment and a plan is carried out to compensate the joint flexibility.
Introduction
Absolute positioning accuracy takes a big role in the industrial robots with the application of robotic technology such as offline programming and robot machining becomes more and more popular in manufacturing industry. The robot absolute positioning error can be divided into geometric error and non-geometric error [1] .The former one mainly comes from the DH parameters, which are constant values for almost all kind of robots [2] .It can be identified and compensated by kinematic calibration [3, 4] .The latter one is caused by joint or link elastic deformation, drive backlash, shaft eccentric etc.. Among the non-geometric parameters, the eccentric parameters are small enough to be identified [5] , while the deformation parameters caused by link elastic and the temperature change have little contribution to the robot overall accuracy [1, 3, 6] .According Mooring [7] and Abele [8] ,the joint flexible parameters account for 50%-70% of total robot positioning error, which are dependent on different design philosophy of the robot manufacturer. They are apparently the most prominent parameter among non-geometric parameters. Backlash is another main source of position error, even though it is controlled in a small range in the robot structure design.
A widely used method to identify the joint stiffness parameter is based on static deformation experiments. By applying a known load on the end the robot, a flexibility can be measured by a 3-D measurement such as Laser-Tracker, so the joint stiffness can be identified from a Cartesian-Stiffness Model [9] , which describes the relation between the force or torque on the end of the robot and the stiffness of all robot joints with ignoring the link flexibility [10] .The other method to obtain joint stiffness is to apply a known static load on one joint and at the same time lock all the other joints, so the joint stiffness can be calculated through a linear equation between the applied load and a deformation measured by electrical dial gauge or 3-D measurement [1, 8] .Those two methods both depend on known external force or torque provided by specially designed equipment.
For most industrial robots are articulated, and their joints rotate with a changing gravity torque caused by both the link load and payload, we present a method to identify joint stiffness based on its own gravity torque instead of a external load.
Joint Stiffness Identification Modeling
Identification modeling. According the Hook's Law, when the robot is positioned statically, the stiffness of the joints of the robot can be approximately expressed as a linear coefficient between joint deformity and a equivalent load in a view of joint space as shown in (1), , and are all three n×1 vectors, where n is the degree of the robotic freedom.
(1) Apparently, if a set of variable and its corresponding variable in the joint space can be measured or calculated, the joint stiffness will be easily obtained through (1) .
Measurement of . Fig.1 shows two adjacent links joined with each other. Assuming that a target ball for laser-tracker or a visual tag for 3D visual measurement is placed on the marker point M which has attached to the link i, along with the rotation of joint i, the measured position of marker point M can be expressed as position vectors Mk×3, where k represents the number of measurements.
When link i rotates around with the joint i, it does a rigid body motion rather than a pure rolling motion because that the joint i and its previous serial joint are bearing a changing gravity torque. Therefore, it is necessary to add another marker point B and place it on the rotation axis of joint i, making it be easily measured in 3D space.
The rotation of joint i should follow the rules as follows (a) When joint i rotates, all the other joints are locked. (b) The joint i does stepping movement and the stepping interval is a constant, not exceeding the scope of joint i.
(c) During the movement of the joint i , the direction of the gravity torque imposed on the joint i should be ensured to be changed.
(d) The marker point M should keep a distance R from the marker point B, preferably make R greater than , Where is the accuracy of the measurement of the three-dimensional measuring device, is the required joint positioning accuracy. (3) Meanwhile, the gravity torque applies on joint i can be calculated based on robot joint position vector and link inertial parameters group , which is defined as the group of inertial parameters of all the robot links. The identifying method of parameter and calculating method of will be introduced in the next chapter.
In the , Choosing the mth parameter which is the most closest to zero as a zero reference parameter, so we can also get the mth parameter in , represented as .The actual joint position angle vector group whose direction equals with the gravity vector group is then calculated by (4),
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Industrial Instrumentation and Control Systems II where and are the jth parameter in and ,respectively, j=1,2…k. So the joint position error of every stepping movement is given in (5) as , where is the stepping interval.
(5) Calculation of .As the direct measuring of gravity torque often accompanies too much noise, small stepping movement may not be measured precisely. So we adopt a real-time calculation method based on known joint position and inertial parameters .The joint postion can be easily get from the motor encoder, while the inertial parameters need to be identified.
The robot link inertial parameters generally include 10 parameters, namely 1 mass parameter, 3 mass center parameters and 6 inertia parameters. Since our experiment carries out in static case, the required parameters can be reduced and simplified as 3 parameters shown as (6) ,where is the mass of link i and is the mass center position vector represented in the joint i's frame.
(6) Learning from the modeling of the full inertia parameter identification [11, 12, 13] , we deduced a recursive equations of the 3 inertial parameters identification based on Newton-Euler method. As the measurement is taken under a static state, the joint velocity, joint acceleration and link velocity are ignored, the link acceleration is remained, the linear acceleration of the mass center of link i equals with the linear acceleration of frame i. So the outward recursion equations are given as follows (7) (8) (9) Where is the linear acceleration of frame i, is the linear acceleration of the mass center of link i, is a 3 3 rotation matrix defining frame i+1 orientation with respect to frame i, is the total force at the mass center of link i.
Also the inward recursion is given as follows (10) (11) Where is the force exerted on link i by link i+1, is the moment at the center of link i. Substitute (9) into (10) and (11) , and assuming that = ， =[ ] ,we get (12) (12) Where is the torque applied on the joint i when the joint j rotates alone. The transfer equation between joint i and joint i+1 is deduced from (7) to (12) as shown in (13), it is simplified as (14) ,where represents the displacement from the origin of the frame i to the origin of the frame i+1 with respect to frame i. = (13) (14) Similarly, one can also deduce the force and moment applied on joint i by the movement of joint j from (14) as shown in (15) (15) where and . The gravity torque applied on joint i is given in (16) (16) The inertial parameters can be identified through (16) and the gravity torque of joint i is then calculated in real time.
Experiment for Joint stiffness identification
Experiment was carried out to verify the practicality of the identification method using the SRH6C robot with a FARO Laser-Tracker. Fig.2 shows the location of marker point M and marker point B while measuring the third joint of that robot. The deformation of joint 3 corresponding to its joint stepping movement is shown in Fig.3 signed as 'o'. Using (16) we can get the gravity torque for each Applied Mechanics and Materials Vols. 336-338 stepping movement of joint 3, whose relationship with the joint deformation is shown in Fig.4 , also signed as 'o'. Assuming the joint stiffness of joint 3 is a constant, taking a linear fitting on the points formed by gravity torque and joint deformation, a fitting line was obtained shown as a solid line in Fig.4 . Obviously the reciprocal of the slope of that solid line is just the joint 3's stiffness, therefore, joint 3's deformation corresponding to its position can be calculated through (2) to (5) , shown as a solid line in Fig.3 .
As shown in Fig.3 , the calculated line and the measured points are not fully consistent. We found that the Non-consistent points appear precisely on the changing of the direction of the gravity toque applied on joint 3. Therefore, it is mainly caused by joint backlash. Adding the backlash and recalculating the deformation, a new line which matches well with the measured points is shown in Fig.3 signed as dotted line. Fig. 2 The location of the marker points during measurement of the 3rd joint. For the deformation of joint 2 and joint3 is the main error source of the robot used in this experiment, their stiffness and backlash are given in Table 1 . 
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Compensation for the joint flexibility. The presence of the joint flexibility will definitely lead to the positioning error of the robot, so a real-time compensation plan for deformation of robot is proposed as follows
Fig5. Flow chart of robot flexibility compensation plan
Where sign is a sign extraction function, Bklash is a vector consists six joint's backlash, is defined as a 6 1 position and orientation vector, IKine is a inverse kinematic solving function. Five points in robot workspace are chosen according to the standard ISO 9283 to verify the feasibility of that compensation plan. The accuracy of those points is shown in Fig.6 , where the result before compensation is denoted as 'o' and the result after compensation is denoted as '*'. It is shown that the absolute positioning accuracy of the robot improved significantly after compensation. 
Conclusion
The proposed method for identification of the joint stiffness of articulated industrial robot is verified to be feasible. It is also very useful in measuring the joint's backlash. After Compensation of the joint stiffness and backlash, the positioning accuracy of industrial robot can be improved significantly.
